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PIERRE DE TREGOMAIN 

Constructing Authenticity 
Commemorative Strategy of the Transylvanian Saxons 

in West Germany's Early Years 

»We are an Association of poor wretches, that is why we often have to act slowly. We 
can't make leaps, we don't have the means to develop a grand propaganda, as neces
sary as it should be, but we have a precious capital to invest, our people's good name! 
And from this gift, we need to yield profit!«! 

Tbe man who pronounced these words in 1951 was Fritz Heinz Reimesch, the 
president of the Association of the Transylvanian Saxons in Germany, the main repre
sentative organisation of this German speaking minority from Romania of which apart 
had to leave its homeland at the end of World War II. By linking the material dispos
session of the Saxons when they became refugees with the symbolical possession 
which they defended - their »good name« which is above all the positive representa
tion of their his tory in the West German public arena - he revealed the Association's 
strategy: they intended to »yield profit« from this symbolical »capital« while staging 
it, using it in various forms, making a »brand« out of it, in order to defend publicly the 
political interests of the Saxons in the West. 

For this minority whose history is part of the German colonisation in Eastern 
Europe, it was painful to be considered a foreigner when they meant not to immigrate 
but to »come back« to what they still called the German »mother land« (Mutterland). 
The lobbying strategy which dealt with issues of integration eould therefore use the 
past as an instrument of propaganda, as Reimesch suggested. Here, the president had 
in mind the »eelebration of 800 years« of Saxon history in Transylvania, the largely me
diatised commemoration whieh the Association organised in Munich on the 21 and 22 
Oetober 1950. This initiative was an opportunity to eelebrate a mythieal past rather 
than the reeently lived experienees, a historieallength rather than a historieal event. Be 
it lived or made up, this ereated historical continuity was a way to reinforce the cohe
sion among the Saxons on the one hand, and on the other to trans mit to the West Ger
man publie a positive image of this minority. 

This commemoration marked the official breakthrough of the Association since its 
founding inJune 1949. Partly due to the financial help of the Government - the newly 
founded Ministry for Expellees, Refugees and Victims of the war, the »Bundes
ministerium für Flüchtlinge und Vertriebene«, but also to the presence of numerous 
political personalities, amongst them the President of the Federal Republic Theodor 

Fritz Heinz Reimesch, Eröffnungsansprache der Generalversammlung des Verbandes, DinkelsbühJ 
[May 1951], Archives of the Siebenbürgen-Institut, GundelsheimINeckar, Germany (every quoted doc
ument is from the same archive, except special mention), BIII2, vol. 4/3. 
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Heuss, this event put the association from now on »under the spotlight of the whole 
Nation«2. 

This ceremony gives the opportunity to question a specific memory in mi grant 
experiences (1.). It needs to be contextualised within the political frame work of the 
new born West German state and the situation of the 5axon minority at this time (IL). 
Judging from its preparation (lU.), its programme (IV. and V.) and its political conse
quences (VL), the »celebration of 800 years« can be examined as a struggle for the 
domination of the memory - even though what it is all about is less the reminiscing of 
the past, reduced to an instrument, but rather the set up of a political stratagern. 

I. MEMORY AND IMMIGRATION 

»The frameworks which insured the cohesion of society need to crumble in order for 
emigration to appear and perpetuate itself«l, the sociologist Abdelmalek 5ayad wrote. 
The emigrants who have left the society in which they were socialised are indeed not 
there anymore to acknowledge the changes which have occurred in their homeland and 
which provoked their leaving. The image of the Heimat - the country left behind
which they take with them, does not fit anymore to what they experienced before they 
set out. This image is frozen and often idealised: »Exile is the nursery of nationalism«, 
as Benedict Anderson remarks4• The Heimat is not present anymore but past, not 
everyday experience but a memory. 

The experience of rupture for the emigrant implies for the immigrant the need to 
make a new start, which in the case of the 5axons was all the more urgent as the return 
to Romania was impossible in the context of the Cold War. This double step -leaving 
and beginning - was actually the main element that all 5axons in Germany shared. Be
cause for the rest, they had highly heterogeneous biographies: most of these refugees 
were civilians from Northern Transylvania, annexed to Hungary in 1940, who were 
evacuated by the »Wehrmacht« in the autumn of 1944 to escape the advance of the 50-
viet army. Others were former soldiers of the »Waffen-55« who were out of their 
homeland when King Mihai decided to change Romania's allegiance to the Allies. 
There were also civilians who were not allowed to go back to Transylvania when they 
were set free from the forced labour camps in the U55R. Others were already in Ger
many during the war, working for the administration or in some intellectual capacity. 

This immigration was mostly involuntary even though it cannot be called an ex
pulsion since the majority of the 5axons stilllived in Romania after 1945. It upset all 
bearings and reinforced the need for the migrants to maintain the memory, to insert it 
into a tradition, into a historical continuity and to share these new values within a com-

2 Fritz Heinz Reimeseh, Begrussungsansprache für den ,.Großen Rat«, Dinkelsbühl, [May 1951], p. 7, 
BIII2, vol. 4/2. 

3 Abdelmalek SAYAD, Nationalisme et emigration, in: La double absence. Des illusions de l'emigre aux 
souffrances de l'immigre, Paris 1999, pp. 135-159, here p. 135. 

4 Remark of Acton, cit. in: Benedict ANDERSON, L'imaginaire national. Reflexions sur l'origine et l'essor 
du nationalisme, Paris 2002, p. 11. 
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munity. The community of remembrance which these immigrants set up in West Ger
many's early years can be characterised as a »cultural memory«, as Jan Assmann de
scribed it: a collective memory which nourishes itself less from lived experiences than 
from transmitted, selected, interpreted remembrances - i.e. from myths. This memory 
has a sacred dimension; it cannot be transmitted by anyone but by special exegets and 
at special moments, outside of everyday life - like commemorative events. It is an 
»institutionalised mnemotechnic«, an »organised work on memory« which shows the 
past in its length and specificity in order to create a collective »historical conscious
ness«5. 

By organising an event which is commonly lived by the participants, the com
memoration intends to provoke a fervent emotion which has 10 lead to the adhesion 
to the staged identity. The thus created community of remembrance is therefore based 
on the process of identification with a common memory. This strategy of memory is, 
as a consequence, also a matter of symbolical power amongst the different protagon
ists who claim to belong to the same community. In order to obtain the leadership, the 
competitors have to recreate an image of the past which most people can identify with. 
They also should elaborate a representation of the past which is compatible with the 
»master narrative« of the host country - the »cadres sociaux«, as Maurice Halbwachs 
wrote. But this symbolic domination is primarily conditioned by access to the media, 
indispensable to influence the public. The principle of this entire struggle is indeed that 
the representation becomes the norm, the »truth«, when it is the only one people have 
access to. 

H. CONTEXTS 

In the first years of the occupation of the West German zones by the Allies, the pol
icy of denazification and the American project of »re-education« of the German 
population created a wide platform for public debate on the National-Socialist past. 
But this »anguished quest for the past« soon became secondary: the turning point was 
in 1948, the year of the monetary reform but also the year when the pressure of the AI
lies on the German population lessened6• Denazification had indeed turned into a vast 
»process of rehabilitation« with the progressive transfer of power to the German 
courts as from 1946 onwards7• Added to the material difficulties of everyday life, the 
Germans felt increasingly that the politics of the Allies were based on the belief of a 
»collective guilt« which they rejected, they tended towards forgetting their Nazi past. 
Konrad Adenauer, the Federal Republic of Germany's (FRG) first elected chancellor 
in September 1949, promised to »make a clean sweep« over the past and he set up a 
corresponding policy: amnesty and integration of the non-denazified Germans and a 

5 Jan ASSMANN, Das kulturelle Gedächtnis. Schrift, Erinnerung und politische Identität in frühen 
Hochkulturen, Munich 2002, see chapters I. and 11. 

6 Jean SOLCHANY, Comprendre le nazisme dans I' Allemagne des annees zero. 1945-1949, Paris 1997, p. 74. 
7 Lutz NIETHAMMER, Die Mitläuferfabrik. Die Entnazifizierung am Beispiel Bayerns, Berlin 1982, p. 13. 
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distancing from the far-right8• The »master narrative« on which Adenauer's measures 
were based, was also carried out by FRG's first President, Theodor Heuss who im
posed on the West German public the notion of »collective shame« as the correct at
titude to deal with the recent past. This was a suitable alternative to the supposed »col
lective guilt«; it was at the same time a means to reassure the anti-Nazi consensus of 
the new Republic and to silence the crimes of Hitler's regime. 

The new West German society had to familiarise itself with the troubled bearings 
of its new identity: bei on ging to the western side of a divided world, the new borders 
and the recomposition of its population, almost eight million German refugees and ex
pellees, coming from territories which were after the war out of the occupied Ger
many's borders. This heterogeneous group, which was stigmatised as responsible for 
the war during the occupation and for the criminality of the postwar period, now rep
resented a big electorate which the political parties actively canvassed. Each group cre
ated its own Association in 1949 and they founded a common Federation, the »Bund 
der Vertriebenen«, in order to defend their political demands. The Ministry of Ex
pellees soon became their main protector. 

Amongst these repatriated Germans, the Transylvanian Saxons constituted a rela
tively small group - they were in 1951 around 30,000 in West Germany, whereas 
170,000 were stillliving in Romania9• The National-Socialist propaganda had placed 
them at the heart of its expansionist foreign politics and contributed to their fanatici
sation. After the end of World War 11 they had to face a general disillusion, finding out 
that the solidarity they expected from the praised Mutterland in the name of the Volks
gemeinschaft (an organic community of the German people) was just a chimera: they 
mostly experienced indifference and ostracism from their new fellow-citizens who 
they still called Reichsdeutsche (Germans of the Reich). 

During the first years after the war, the main gathering point for the Saxon refugees 
was the Help Committee of the Transylvanian Saxons and Banatian Swabians, under 
the responsibility of Germany's Lutheran Church. The active work of representation 
of the Saxons began only with the Association in 1949: its main goal was to »maintain 
the Heimat's heritage and to create its understanding in the widest possible public« 
while defending what they considered as the Saxons' and Swabians' political interests 
- the latter being mi grants also from Romania, but Catholic and coming from the Ba
nat region10• 

The Association worked closely with the other organisations representing the re
patriated Germans. By signing with them the official »Charter of the Heimat expelled 
Germans« in August 1950, it claimed for itself the name »expelled« which had pro
gressively gained the upper hand in the FRG's officiallanguage, to name the various 

8 eit. in: Norbert FREI, Das Problem der NS-Vergangenheit in der Ära Adenauer, in: Bernd WEISBORD 
(ed.), Rechtsradikalismus und politische Kultur: die verzögerte Normalisierung in Niedersachsen in der 
Nachkriegszeit, Hannover 1995, pp. 19-31, here p. 25. 

9 For the first number see Reimeseh, Begrüssungsansprache (see note 2), p. 4; for the second, valid for 
1948: Hans Otta ROTH, Über die Siebenbürger Sachsen 1948, in: Zeitschrift für Siebenbürgische Lan
deskunde 26 (2003) vol. 1, pp. 80-82, he re p. 82. 

10 Satzungen der -Landsmannschaft der Siebenbürger Sachsen in Deutschland e.V.«, [May 1951], BIIU, 
vol. 27/1. 
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paths followed by the Auslandsdeutsche and Germans from the lost territories at the 
end of the war!!. This designation was officially recognised as a juridicial statute with 
the law of 1953 and gave from then on rights to financial compensation for lost material 
goods. This formalisation represented above all the official recognition of the repat
riated as victims in West Germany12. 

111. PREPARATION I: STRUGGLE FOR REPRESENTATIVITY 

The first years of the Association were characterised by constant quarrels over its 
legitimacy to represent the Transylvanian Saxons in West Germany - it only had 4,000 
members in 1951 13• One must note that although it was initially called the »Association 
of the Transylvanian Saxons and Banatian Swabians in Germany«, it soon became clear 
that the Association mostly represented the Saxons, so that the Swabians eventually 
founded their own organisation. The new Association from then on intended to defend 
exclusively Saxon interests. Herwart Scheiner's initiative illustrates this exclusive ambi
tion by provoking a lasting conflict: Schein er, one of the association's members, founded 
in September 1950 the »Association of the Germans of Romania« which intended to 
defend the interests of all the German speaking minorities from Romania in the West. 
Reimesch's organisation immediately declared the membership ofboth organisations as 
»impossible«!4. Scheiner's partisans who were threatened with exclusion condemned 
this »unjustifiable pretension to totality«!5 and started legal procedures against the 
Association - a cause of great tension during the period of the commemoration. 

The Association and the Committee shared at the beginning apart of their struc
ture - and their president. An unwritten separation of their competencies was estab
lished: the Committee was in charge of the »inner« activities - the religious part -
whereas the Association did the »outer« part - the political representation. However, 
a certain duality appeared at this time between Munich, where the Association had its 
main seat, and Stuttgart, where critical members of the Committee were based. This 
worried president Reimesch who noticed a few months before the commemoration: 
,. The critical voices multiply increasingly, voices not only against the celebration of 800 
years, but also against the Association itself.,,16 He got carried away against Alfred 

11 Cf. Karin BÖKE, Flüchtlinge und Vertriebene zwischen dem Recht auf die alte Heimat und der 
Eingliederung in die neue Heimat. Leitvokabeln der Flüchtlings?olitik, in: 1D., Frank LIEDTKE, Martin 
WENGELER (eds), Politische Leitvokabeln in der Adenauer-Ara, Berlin 1996, pp. 131-210, here 
pp. 127-206. 

12 For the victim memory of the Auslandsdeutschen, cf. Rainer MÜNZ, Rainer OHLIGER, Auslands
deutsche, in: Etienne FRANC;:OIS, Hagen SCHULZE (eds), Deutsche Erinnerungsorte I, Munich 2001, 
pp. 370-388; Eva HAHN, Hans-Henning HAHN, Flucht und Vertreibung, in: 1bid. pp. J3S-351. 

13 Hubert Gross, Bericht des Hauptgeschäftsführers über das Geschäftsjahr 1950/51 [May 1951], p.2, 
BIII2, vol. 4/3. 

14 Verband gegen Zersplitterung, in: Siebenbürgische Zeitung, November 1950, p. 4. 
15 Hans v. KUALES, Unangebrachte Unduldsamkeit, in: Pama, November N°l/1951, also distributed as a 

tract. 
16 Letter of Reimesch to Hammrich, 13 September 1950, BIIB, vol. 27/27. 
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Coulin, the representative of the Association in Stuttgart, who believed that only the 
Lutheran Church in Romania, led by Bishop Friedrich Müller, had the »morallegit
imacy« to organise such an event: »Why don't we have a >morallegitimacy<?« he asked, 
irritatedl7• This was the reason why Reimesch prefered not to select any representa
tive of Müller's Church for the programme of the ceremony who could, so he feared, 
delegitimise the Assocation's initiativel8• Hans Philippi, a man of the Church and a 
Committee member, protested as weIl against the idea of such a celebration which was 
only conceived for the West, he explained: »This whole talk of the West, ours to~, is 
useless. The life of our people at horne has no meaning if we, in the West, don't give it 
one. We should have the opportunity, but not through speeches and seminars.« 19 Some 
other Saxons demanded that Romanian personalities in exile should also be invited -
Iß vaIß. 

The preparation revealed contradictory opinions within the directory: Reimesch 
quickly feIt overtaken by the degree of mediatisation of the celebration; he even recog
nised that he feIt »relieved« when President Heuss first announced that he would not 
be present: »So, our feast will not turn into a political event which we had feared at the 
start«20. He condemned the »mediatic hurly-burly« which his vice-president Erwin 
Tittes, who was the real initiator of the event, was planning: »You consider the cele
bration of 800 years [ ... ] from the perspective of propaganda in order to put us in a 
good place within the sphere of the refugees' Associations and the groups of the 
Reichsdeutschen«21. It was a matter of degree more than a deep conflict, Tittes, who 
represented the Association for every political negotiation in Bonn, was anyway going 
to impose his point of view. 

To justify the Association's representativity implicated the elimination of competi
tors from the public arena: Romania's other German speaking minorities, but also 
Scheiner's association and the majority of the Saxons who remained in the East ex
perienced this strategy of exclusion. The preparation of the celebration turned out to 
be a way to insure the Association's public monopoly of the past. 

IV. PREPARATION II: CONSTRUCTING AUTHENTICITY 

The discussions within the directory focused on programmatic issues. The main dis
agreement concerned the musical entertainment: Reimesch wanted to hire the ,.Choir 
of Lechnitz«, a weIl known traditional Saxon ensemble, whereas the directory's ma
jority, led by Erwin Tittes, found that it would be »wrong to underline too much the 
peasant touch« and proposed instead a Beethoven Quartet22 ! But Reimesch insisted: 
»Our strength has been all through the centuries the healthy peasant who always re-

17 Ibid. 
18 Cf. Reimeseh's letter to the head of the Assoeiation, 29 lune 1950, BIII3, vol. 27. 
19 Hans Philippi to Zillieh, 3 Oetober 1950, p. 6, BIII3, vol. 27. 
20 Reimeseh to Tittes, 12 August 1950, BIII3, vol. 27. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
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generated the city people. Let us be proud that it has been so«. Stressing the import
ance of the traditional garb, he affirmed that this element represented on stage 

the main attraction for the Reichsdeutschen! We also have to keep this in mind (since the other 
associations don't have so much to offer, above all not such an AUTHENTICITY.) [ ... ] We want 
to honour our nationality through the celebration of 800 years of immigration, we don't want 
to make a dull academic affair out of it! Do we want to put on stage a few musicians dressed in 
black who will, even with talent, only be able to play something which does not co me from us, 
or do we want to accompany instrumentally the celebration with these folk songs which have 
stemmed for centuries from our blood, from our love, from our enthusiasm?23 

This episode reveals significant differences in »Saxon identity«: is it represented above 
all by a cultivated elite or by traditionalist peasants? As it shows here, memory is pri
marily a question of identification: Reimesch claimed that folk traditions not only val
idated his personal heritage but that of all his fellow Saxons. But wh at he called au
thenticity is not only his personal representation of real Saxon history; it is also wh at 
he believed to be adapted to the Reichsdeutschen's representations, such as a need for 
traditions, a search for »roots«, for a more urbanised population than the Saxons which 
had supposedly lost its original identity through the cataclysms of the »Third Reich« 
and the war. Authenticity appears therefore as astaging, halfway between an intimate 
feeling of the real and the true, and the expectations attributed to the public. The choice 
of the instrumental accompaniment brings to light a fundamental question: Should the 
common history between the Germans and the Saxons be put forward, or on the con
trary, should the stress be laid on a Saxon specificity, on their exotic authenticity? 
Reimesch had clearly answered and he did not try to hide his aversion to those who, 
according to hirn, had lost their identity in Germany through assimilation: therefore 
he once again threw himself against Coulin whom he accused of infidelity to his people 
because he had criticised Zillich's books and the Association's policy: »H, for instance, 
I had adopted this position when I arrived in Germany in 1920, I would have become 
a Kraut a long time ago, but I have thought every single day of the Heimat, not for 
sentimental reasons but rather due to a certain moral obligation«24. Tittes was never
theless in the position to impose his view and to »eliminate everything that can prove 
even allusively our peasant origins«. Reimesch could only ascertain with bitterness that 
he and Tittes had »very different opinions on our historical point of view of our 
People's past« and condemned the commemoration's staging as a »betrayal of histo
ry«25. Reimesch was actually overwhelmed by the degree of mediatisation which the 
celebration's preparation had received. He initially considered it as a way of recreat
ing a cohesion amongst the immigrated Saxons - it converted itself into an event for 
the West German public. 

The Sax on image that dominated was based on another representation of what the 
West Germans' expectations were and a member of the Association imagined one of 
them reacting to Reimesch's traditionalist concept: ,,>What will there be? A few ni ce 

23 Original in capitals, Reimesch to Tittes, 29 July 1950, BIIB, vol. 27. 
24 Reimesch to Breckner, 2 January 1950, BIIB, voL 27. 
25 Reimesch to Tittes, 12 August 1950, BUB, vol. 27. 
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looking traditional costumes and some heartfelt folk songs?< This will be the reaction 
of eighty per cent of our guests. But these are the people to whom we want to show 
ourselves from a different side, a side which they do not know of or are not used to 
seeing«26. This was why the claim of a common heritage with the Germans -
Beethoven's classicism - would be put forward during the commemoration, whereas 
Saxon folklorism was considered not to be of any support to the political, economic 
and social integration in the context of the reconstruction of the new Heimat. 

The choice of Heinrich Zillich as main speaker did not create such a conflict with
in the Association's directory. This writer, known by all the Saxons and famous in Ger
many for the numerous copies of his novels during the »Third Reich«, was indeed, 
more than anyone, in a position to »yield profit« from the Saxons' symbolical »capi
tal«: Zillich »has at his disposal precious connections with weil known personalities in 
the intellectual and public milieu«, as a member of the German Lutheran Church re
marked27• Settled in Germany in the 1930s, he had been a sympathiser of Nazi ideol
ogy which he actively helped to spread within the German speaking minority in Ro
mania. He scorned the Allies' denazification project and rejected the FRG's parlia
mentary democracy. As a former member of the fallen NS-Regime's elite he was, since 
the end of the war, active in the Saxon groups of Germany although he maintained a 
certain aristocratic distance with regard to the refugees' misery. 

v. PREPARATION 111: WHICH PAST TO COMMEMORATE? 

The directory's members were unanimous that the twelve years of National Socialism 
would not be evoked. More than ever, it was considered as necessary to silence the 
comprornising activities of the Saxon Church with the »movement of renewal«, this 
NS-organisation which obtained the majority in the Saxon parliament in 1933, or the 
participation of the Saxons in the war of extermination on the Eastern and Balkan 
fronts in the »Waffen-SS«. Reimesch a few months before the commemoration brought 
to order a member of the Committee, Brigitte Csaki, who depicted, in a published art
icle, the Saxons' bishop of the warperiod Wihelm Staedel (1940-1944) as a »Nazi bish
op«: »We have made it our duty, for instance, to help out of prison all these poor 
wretches who have served in the SS, more or less involuntarily, yes, we have done our 
best to veil with the coat of Christian charity certain things which many of us did with 
real enthusiasm during the Nazi period and who could not know how it all would turn 
out. [ ... ] One does not need to embellish anything, but one can and one has the right 
to silence the things which no Ion ger can be repaired«28. 

Keeping silent the violence of a »total war« which represented the peak of the na
tionalist evolution in Europe since the 19th century and which at the same time had pro
voked the atomisation of the Saxons - was not something which was obvious only four 

26 Breekner and Bruekner to Reimeseh, 19 August 1950, BIII3, vol. 27/27. 
27 Maurer to Gerstenmaier, 12 February 1949, Arehiv des Diakonisehen Werkes der EKD, ZB, 980. 
28 Reimeseh to Csaki, 26 Oetober 1949, BIII3, vol. 13. 
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years after the end of the war. In order to do this, one had not to insist on precise events 
and rather to insist on the larger period of history, to lean towards an epic narrative 
rather than a dramatic one. The myth of 800 years of Saxon history in Transylvania 
was a suitable narrative since it created a historical continuity between the beginnings 
and the ruptures of August 1944. It offered the possibility to claim an almost ahistor
ical, atemporal ancestry which conformed to the transmission of a cultural memory as 
described by Jan Assmann. 

This use of the past inserted itself in the tradition of a romantic historiography set 
up in the 19th century which made the arrival of the ancestors in Transylvania date back 
to the 12th century and which attributed to them the function of a Western bulwark 
against the Ottoman »barbarians«29. This historiography considered the colonisation 
in Transylvania in the light of the German nation building process of the 19th century 
and presented the Saxons as »Germans«, from their origins to the present. At the time 
when the Saxons were at the fringe of Germany's national state building, they claimed 
to be indispensable for the Christian West in their quality of bulwark and sentinel. The 
»Third Reich« updated this representation of the sentry into the myth of the advanced 
post: the Saxons, as weIl as the other German speaking Eastern European minorities, 
were described as the representatives of the new Germanie order and at the front of 
Europe's defence against the »barbarians« - this time not the Turks but the Soviets. 
Heinrich Zillich exploited without hesitation this argument to let the youngest Saxons 
eorol themselves into the »Waffen-SS«, although Romania had already changed its al
legiance in the summer of 1944: he clearly stated in his »appeal to South Eastern 
European Waffen-SS soldiers« the Saxons' predestination: »We, the sons [of the 
Carpathian Mountains, PdT] are the Reich's protectors. [ ... ] We have until now never 
stopped being outposts, South Eastern soldiers, with wives and children!«3o 

VI. THE .. CELEBRATION OF 800 YEARS« AND ITS PROFIT 

Placed under the high protection of the Bavarian State secretary for refugees, the offi
cial celebration took place on Saturday 21 October 1950 in the hall of the Bavarian min
istry of the economy. According to one of the organisers, the atmosphere was »of great 
gravity and of grand dignity«31. As the preliminary discussions had stated, all folklorist 
evocation was banished and the ceremony began finally with a concerto grosso from 
the baroque Italian composer Arcangelo Corelli - and not with Beethoven. The pub
lic was composed of guests of honour - local, regional and national politicians, high 
dignitaries of the Church - and Association members who had managed to get an in
vitation. Everybody had received a copy of the Siebenbürgische Zeitung special edi-

29 Georg Daniel TEUTSCH, Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen für das sächsische Volk, Hermannstadt 
1899. 

30 Heinrich ZILLlCH, Das Reich macht Euch frei! An die südostdeutschen Soldaten der Waffen-SS, Berlin, 
Grenze und Ausland, [1944], p. 16. 

31 Gross, Bericht (see note 13). 
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tion dedicated to the event. Oskar Schuster, the Association's representative in Munich, 
opened the ceremony instead of F. H. Reimesch who was ill. He was followed by 
Ottomar Schreiber, State secretary to the refugees, and then by Heinrich Zillich. The 
ceremony finished with a hymn. Dinner was served in the evening at the Bayrischer 
Hof, a famous Bavarian hotel, and was reserved for the politicians who received an 
exemplary of Zillich's book »Wir Siebenbürger«. It stood out with the unexpected 
presence of President Heuss who held a speech. He was familiar with Saxon issues since 
he had written an article on the Saxon national hero, Stefan Ludwig Roth, »martyr« of 
the revolts of 184832• A service took place the day after in the morning and was fol
lowed by various entertainments which non members could also attend - the Sieben
bürgische Zeitung evoked quite unrealistically the presence of 3,000 Saxons. Smaller 
celebrations also took place the same day or later in Frankfurt/Main, Uffenheim, Bam
berg, Nuremberg and Rothenburg. 

The special edition of the newspaper presented the commemoration under the aus
pices of »800 years of mission at the service of the West«33. It evoked »the 800th an
niversary of a truly historical occurrence, the ancestors' emigration in what was the 
desert at the feet of the Carpathian Mountains« and mentioned that the presence of 
»Germans« was »certified« since 115034• The newspaper illustrated through all its art
icles the myth of the Saxons' »divine mission« to represent Christian civilisation in 
South Eastern Europe: it was all about the supposed specific Saxon values such as 
work, perseverance, faith, and traditions, serving their »civilising performances«. His
tory was reduced to a slogan, repeated all through these two days of celebration, which 
Oskar Schuster summarised clearly by saying: »It is not a small thing when we cele
brate the Saxons' history, it is, in a word, the spirit of the West whose faithful outposts 
the Saxons have always been for the last eight centuries.«35 Heinrich Zillich explained 
in his solemn speech what he meant by the »West«: ideally incarnated by Charlemagne 
in History, the »Reich [ ... ] is not only a short-lived state construction, it is the repre
sentation of the West, the guarantee of a superstatal European community«, wanted 
by God, and he called for its resurrection36. In this way, he could adapt a revisionist 
speech to the fashionable subject in 1950 of Europe's unification. 

As one can see in this speech, the »Third Reich« was never far and the myth of 
völkisch solidarity of the Volksgemeinschaft was strongly reactivated. The Saxons 
were, during the commemoration, above all presented as Transylvanian »Germans«, 
so that their belonging to the master culture could be stressed and their difference less
ened. Under the commemorative surface of »800 years«, the years of the Nazi regime 
were in reality omnipresent. This came spectacularly to light with the hymn sung at 
the end of the ceremony. The Siebenbürgische Zeitung only mentioned that the pub
lic sang, standing, the Heimat hymn »Siebenbürgen, Land des Segens«, however, a wit-

32 Cf. Stefan Ludwig Roth, in: Theodor HEU55, Schattenbeschwörung. Randfiguren der Geschichte, 
Tübingen 1950, pp. 189-202. 

33 800 Jahre abendländischer Sendung, in: Siebenbürgische Zeitung No. 4, October 1950. 
34 Die Heimat im Herzen, in: Ibid. p. 1; Die Herkunft der Siebenbürger Sachsen, in: Ibid. p. 3. 
35 Dr. Oskar Schuster, Begrüssungsansprache, 21 October 1950, p. 1, BIII2, vol. 4/1. 
36 Heinrich ZILLlCH, Das Abendland ist unser Volksgesetz, in: Siebenbürgisehe Zeitung No. 5, Novem

bel: 1950, p. 3. 
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ness related another more compromising version: one of the strophes of the German 
Hymn »Deutschlandlied« was sung and immediately followed, as if it were one unique 
hymn, by the »Horst-Wessel-Lied«, a military hymn of the »5A-troupes« which was 
traditionally sung at the end of every National 50cialist meeting until1945 - still a com
mon habit at that time37• The ceremony was also marked by the use of the Lingua Ter
tii Imperii, like »Gaue« (region) or» Volksgruppe« (ethnic group). It above all incited 
the public to condemn denazification and to reject the »collective guilt thesis«. An art
icle from the special edition, written by a former soldier of the »Waffen-55«, related 
the fight of N arwa against the Soviet army in Estonia in 1944: 

We did our duty as we saw fit. For our Heimat, for Europe, for life. [ ... ] We were not bandits 
and murderers, we did not participate in the concentration camps, in the blood trials nor in the 
crimes against humanity which occurred and which we rejected energetically if ever we heard 
of them! We were soldiers like a million others toO.38 

The authour defended not only an uncriminal past, but also a glorious one: according 
to hirn, the »Waffen-SS« soldiers would have fought for Europe's freedom like their 
Saxon ancestors. His vision of history was officially acknowledged by state minister 
Dr. Lukaschek who insisted on the sufferings due to exile and celebrated »the glori
ous history of a colonist people who owes nearly all of its value of recognition only to 
its peaceful cultural work«39. 

Addressed to the exterior, the commemoration of this imprecise and legendary past 
in the pretentious context of a mediatic ceremony with journalists and politicians was 
apretext: it had to be used to trans mit to the West German public a seductive image of 
the Saxons, an authenticity adapted to their presumed expectations. Zillich drew a 
positive conclusion years after: this feast »had presented us, the Saxons, to the Ger
mans in a really impressive way, this time not only as a folklorist novelty but as a com
munity with high cultural value«40. Through this transmitted representation, the com
memoration intended to satisfy the Association's political claims. The slogan of the 
Saxon »mission« for the West had to create a relationship of debt from the »mother 
land« towards the 5axons: the FRG was as a logical consequence expected to express 
its gratitude to them for their service. In the name of this »glorious history«, the 
Association claimed therefore concrete rights: the right to participate in the elabora
tion of the judicial status of the refugees (Lastenausgleichgesetz, Fremdrentengesetz 
etc.) which brought financial compensations and an equal treatment with their German 
fellow citizens. It also intended not to be overwhelmed by the other far bigger or
ganisations of repatriated Germans, like the powerful association of the Sude
tendeutsche. Although the Association shared common interests with them and de
veloped a similar lobbying strategy, stressing among other things its status as an ex
pellee group, it tried to distinguish itself by insisting on the concept of a Saxon 

37 This anecdote was told the author from a witness in June 2004. 
38 Das Erlebnis von Narwa, in: Siebenbürgische Zeitung No. 4, October 1950, p. 6. 
39 Dr. LUKASCHEK, Ruhmreiche Geschichte eines Kolonistenvolkes, in: Ibid. p. 3. 
40 Zit. in: Dr Heinrich Zillich zum Ehrenvorsitzenden erhoben. Abschiedsrede des aus dem Amt schei

denden Sprechers, in: Siebenbürgische Zeitung, 15 December 1963, p. 2. 
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historical exception. Obtaining arable land or credits was one of the main goals of this 
competitive race. The Saxon Association also lobbied for family reunification, that is 
the organised emigration of the Saxons stillliving in Romania to the FRG. While evok
ing decisions which were about to be taken by the government for the economical in
tegration of the refugees, Lukaschek promised during the ceremony: »You can be sure 
that the Transylvanian Saxons will not be forgotten either«41. 

For all these claims, the commemoration seemed to have played a significant role, 
and Hubert Groß, the Association's treasurer was satisfied with the results for the year 
1950-51: there was an improvement in the judicial status of retired Saxon civil servants, 
a relatively high number of peasant holdings had been attributed to Saxon peasants, 
the implementation of housing construction programmes etc. He also noticed that the 
Association's importance had significantly grown within the associations of repatriated 
Germans thanks to Heinrich Zillich who was increasingly invited to make speeches 
for numerous public ceremonies42. This discourse thus set up partly took on the con
stitutive elements of the »master narrative« as developed by Adenauer: anti-commu
nist consensus, the restoring of conservative values, the claim for a »clean sweep« over 
the Nazi past. But it was also different: this discourse rejected parliamentary democ
racy and kept up the nostalgia of a pan-Germanic Order in Europe. Last but not least, 
it refused the »collective shame« with regards to the Nazi crimes as suggested by 
Heuss. 

This commemoration was also on the other hand addressed to potential members 
of the community of remembrance which the Association aimed to create. Sunday 22 
October 1950 was dedicated to such an adhesion - a material adhesion but also a sym
bolical one: the positive past which had become a synonym of »mission« and »success« 
had to facilitate the identification of the highest denomination with the represented 
memory. The discourse on historical continuity had to lessen the unprecedented rup
tures which the refugees had experienced in the past years and which they still felt 
through the instability of their everyday life. This commemoration was indeed not a 
historical work but a memory activity which had to fix the representation of the past: 
commemorating 800 years of Saxon history did not mean celebrating the history but 
rather its annihilation, it was less the remembrance of events than the victory of a sym
bolical domination: the domination of a representation of the past whose monopoly 
the Association publicly claimed. 

Groß announced in the same report that the number of members had increased by 
50 percent since 1950 and reached 4,000, which meant that 12,000 Saxons had been 
reached according to his estimation. This number would keep on increasing during the 
following years and would attain 10,000 in 196343• The new calibre of the Association 
in the public arena reinforced its historical representation of the Saxons: when the 
media transmits one single memory image, the latter is more performative than ever
and becomes the norm. The Association justified its representativity through an act of 
strength. 

41 LUKASCHEK, Ruhmreiche Geschichte eines Kolonistenvolkes (see note 39). 
42 Gross, Bericht (see note 13), pp. 3-5. 
43 Cit. in: Hans-Werner SCHUSTER, 50 Jahre Landsmannschaft der Siebenbürger Sachsen in Deutschland, 

Munich 1999, p. 10. 
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Not all Saxans, though, identified with this imposed image. The Stuttgart branch 
of the Association refused to support Zillich as candidate for the Association's presi
dency in 1952 and evoked his speech at the »celebration of 800 years" as a central ar
gument: one had the impression through his articles and speeches, as was written in 
the resolution presented by Alfred Coulin, that Zillich 

is politically dose to a reactionary radical group which, defending a spirit of revenge, is com
pletely rejected by young people who experienced the war at the front or the deportation 10 Rus
sia, as we know from numerous testimonies. [ ... ] The depth and the consequences of the col
lapse of 1945 see m not 10 have been reflected enough. [ ... ] The old times will not come back, 
not in Germany, not in Transylvania or anywhere. And we must not let nationalism be reborn 
in the shape of a European ideal, whereas secretly the 'German Order' is considered to be the 
only right one«. 

This virulent criticism of the representation of the past as defended by Zillich's clan, 
however, did not prevent the Saxon writer from being elected again and again at the 
Association's presidency for twelve years. As for the Saxans who stayed in the Tran
sylvanian Heimat, their identification was also improbable as one of them admited, re
acting to a 1949 Saxon brochure printed in West Germany: »It is as if these people had 
landed on the moon after the world had collapsed [ ... ] and they do not mention, not 
a single word, that in the meantime their world had crumbled,,45. 

44 Alfred Coulin, Bericht über den Verbandstag der Landsmannschaft am 13. April 52, 6 May 1952, 
BIlB, vol. 13. 

45 Brief aus Hermannstadt, 25 May 1949, BIlB, vol. 22/ A-E. 


